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Question: 1 
   
Assuming that you had just uploaded an initial transaction file for a period, what Pipeline mode would 
provide the most complete Compensate and Pay Pipeline run? Choose the correct answer. 
 
A. Specific Position Groups 
B. Specific Position 
C. Process all transactions for all Position 
D. Process new and modified transactions & credits for all Position 
 

Answer: C     
 

Question: 2 
   
What does a compensation plan do in SAP Commissions? Choose the correct answer. 
 
A. Detail the organizational structure. 
B. Determine how transactions and orders are paid out. 
C. Measure company goals. 
D. Define the legal terms and conditions of employment. 
 

Answer: B     
 

Question: 3 
   
What does the system do when Payment Threshold is enabled? Choose the correct answer. 
 
A. The system will NOT generate payments for held deposits until they are released. 
B. The system will NOT generate payments greater than or equal to the payment threshold. 
C. The system will NOT track negative payments as balances once the period is finalized. 
D. The system will NOT generate payments less than or equal to the payment threshold. 
 

Answer: D     
 

Question: 4 
   



What are the characteristics of creating a version of an object? Note: There are 2 correct Answers to this 
question. 
 
A. Once a new version is created, the previous version gets deleted. 
B. You CANNOT edit the previous version of an object. 
C. The system retains previous versions for auditing purposes. 
D. You can track what version was effective at a particular point in time. 
 

Answer: C,D     
 

Question: 5 
   
Territories can be used in which of the following rules? Note: There are 2 correct Answers to this 
question. 
 
A. Deposit Rules 
B. Secondary Measurement Rules 
C. Credit Rules 
D. Primary Measurement Rules 
 

Answer: C,D     
 

Question: 6 
   
A Sales Rep hits their monthly commissions goal of $5,000. A portion of that is rolled to the Sales Rep's 
Manager, but does NOT roll to the Sales Rep's Regional Manager. What is this an example of? Choose 
the correct answer. 
 
A. Rolling Credits results 
B. Rolling Measurement and Incentives 
C. Rolling Category Hierarchy results 
D. Rolling Deposit results 
 

Answer: A     
 

Question: 7 
   
Which of the following is used to aggregate deposits into one payment? Choose the correct answer. 
 
A. Event Types 
B. Earning Codes 
C. Earning Groups 



D. Position Groups 
 

Answer: C     
 

Question: 8 
   
What are some best practices when working with Quotas? Note: There are 2 correct Answers to this 
question. 
 
A. Re-calculate subordinate Quotas at the manager level if you change the values of the subordinates. 
B. Create a Variable for each Quota you want to use. 
C. Do NOT leave a Quota blank for a Position on a Plan. 
D. Use Quotas only when the Quota values are the same across all Positions. 
 

Answer: A,C     
 

Question: 9 
   
Which of the following are characteristics of an Event Type? Note: There are 3 correct Answers to this 
question. 
 
A. It is a required field on a transaction. 
B. It is period-based and must be associated with a Calendar. 
C. It is used to define types of sales activity. 
D. It must exist in the system before loading transactions with that Event Type. 
E. It is a required output for Deposit Rules. 
 

Answer: A,C,D     
 

Question: 10 
   
Which of the following are characteristics of Variables? Note: There are 2 correct Answers to this 
question. 
 
A. Variable settings such as Effective Dates, Business Units, and Unit Types must NOT be the same as 
their associated compensation element. 
B. Once a Variable has been created, the Variable's type can be changed. 
C. Variable assignments made at the Position level supersede assignments made at the Plan level. 
D. A Variable can only be associated with the same type of compensation element. 
 

Answer: C,D     



 


